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ABSTRACT

"Computer-Supplemented Structural Drill Practice Versus

Computer-Supplemented Semantic Drill Practice By Beginning

College German Students: A Comparative Experiment."

By Reiner Horst Schaeffer, Captain, USAF

1979 Ph.D. Dissertation in Foreign Language Education

at The Ohio State University (114 pages).

This study investigated the effectiveness of two

types of computer practice, structural and semantic,

across two levels of verbal aptitude. The experiment

was conducted at the United States Air Force Academy.

Subjects (n = 72) were beginning college German students

who had no previous high school language training. The

cadets were randomly assigned to three groups, (1)

Structural Practice, (2) Semantic Practice, and (3)

No Practice (Control). Groups 1 and 2 practiced the

same grammatical concept on the computer with structural

and semantic exercises, respectively. A structural exer-

cise could be accomplished based on knowledge of structure

alone, while a semantic exercise's successful accomplishment
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-depended upon understanding of the meaning of the item/

problem; structure was a secondary consideration. The

Control Group had no practice.

After the practice session, all three groups were

administered a posttest (40 items) consisting of a

structural and a semantic measure. Analysis of the

data revealed a significant difference between the

Semantic Group and the Structural Group on the semantic

measure (P<.05). The Semantic Group also achieved the

higher mean on the structural measure, though the differ-

ence in mean scores was not statistically significant.

'The results of the study support previous research

--n the importance of meaningful (semantic) practice in

the second-language learning process. --It was also

discovered that interpersonal interactions are not an

explanation for the advantage observed for meaningful

language practice in other experiments.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBIEM

Introduction to the Problem

Underlying virtually all current principles of

foreign language learning is the notion of meaningful

learning. In general, meaningful learning is a mani-

festation of cognitively based learning theories. Be-

cause cognitive learning theories rapidly are replacing

their behavioristic predecessors as major bases for

educational research,. the notion of meaningful learning

has powerful implications. In foreign language edu-

cation, the shift from behavioristic to cognitive learn-

ing theories has had its most dramatic effect on how the

learner is viewed. The learner now is recognized as an

active participant in the learning process rather than

as a creature of habit to be stimulated and conditioned

to learn. A very crucial and integral part of cogni-

tive theory is its emphasis on meaning--"the single

most important variable in human learning . .

(Osgood, 1961, p. 91).

1
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Meaningful learning, which simply means "making

sense of the world" (Smith, 1975, P. 1), is related

closely to communicative proficiency, the major goal of

foreign language study in the past few years. Com-

menting on this relationship between communication and

meaning, Goyer (1970) notes that communication is "the

sharing of experience"; meaning is "a discriminative

response to a stimulus, and provides the criteria for

determining whether or not communication occurs in a

given situation" (p. 4). According to Goyer's defi-

nition, then, meaning is a prerequisite to communica-

tion. Unless this sharing of experience is meaningful,

there will be no communication.

Although the behaviorists and cognitive theorists

do not agree on how learning takes place, they do agree

that practice is an absolute necessity in the learning

process. How this practice is viewed and approached,

however, is a further point of disagreement among these

theorists. As a result of this disagreement, an es-

sential difference in foreign language learning in-

volves the type of practice used.

Brooks (1964), who is often referred to as the

"father" of the audio-lingual method of language
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learning, for example, considers pattern drills the

core of practice. According to Frey (1968), such drills

basically serve as a primary means for teaching phonol-

ogy, morphology, and syntax. In this role, thei' goal

is to develop automatic, correct responses by the

student. Thus, while these drills, as it is generally

recognized, train students to manipulate or form syn-

tactic structures, meaning is of little importance.

Stated in other words, many of these drills can be

completed by the student without attending to meaning.

Meaning, at best, is optional.

Cognitive psychologists, such as Ausubel, and

many foreign language educators (Rivers, 1976; Grittner,

1977) believe that practice should be meaningful. In

addition to being meaningful, practice should incor-

porate the affective domain, which subsumes such sub-

jects as the individual's personal experience, values,

and feelings (Christensen, 1975). Some examples of

meaningful practice activities are incomplete sen-

tences such as "I am . . ., I believe . . ., My

parents told me . ., I am happy that . . ." (Disick

and Barbanel, 1974, p. 210). Other examples are sen-

tence builders, matching and preference exercises
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(Jarvis et al., 1976; Knorre et al., 1977; and Schulz

et al., 1978). In contrast to pattern drills, all

these meaningful activities focus primarily on meaning;

application-of structure is a secondary consideration.

Most foreign language educators today agree that

there is a need for meaningful practice activities.

Yet, what is found in most foreign language classrooms

is "a preponderance of time . . . spent in either the

mechanical 'manipulation' of language forms or in dis-

cussing the manipulation of these forms" (Jarvis, 1975b,

p. 221). Indeed, textbooks, workbooks, and classroom

exercises still contain an abundance of pronunciation

drills, vocabulary drills, and particularly, structural

drills (Paulston, 1970), despite research evidence

attesting to the greater potential of meaningful and

communicative practice.

One study providing research evidence in support

of communicative activities was conducted by Oller and

Obrecht (1968), who demonstrated in an experiment that

. . . the effectiveness of a given pattern drill is

significantly increased by relating the language of

that drill to communicative activity in the teaching/

learning process" (p. 174). In two other studies,
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Jarvis (1970) dealt with contextualized practice with

particularized referents and practice with generic

meaning, and Joiner (1974) with communicative and non-

communicative practice. In both experiments, better

results were achieved by the contextualized and commu-

nicative groups respectively. More empirical studies

dealing with meaningful practice are, however, needed.

Theoretical Bases

Communication theory, to a large extent, provides

the theoretical basis for this study. In its most

primitive form, communication is the sending and re-

ceiving of messages. A more complex definition of

this construct, communication, is provided by Goyer

(1970). He notes that to communicate means "'to make

common' (to share) experience, regardless of the nature

of the experiential event, or the method of its trans-

mission or projection" (p. 6). Common to any definition

of communication is the notion of and emphasis on

putting meaning across. In order to ensure that the

message is understood, it must be meaningful. Yet,

while there is an abundance of research concerned with

meaning (Johnson, 1975), there is little empirical
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evidence and few findings with which all authorities

agree. Most educators and psychologists are in accord,

however, that meaning is one of the most significant,

if not the most important ingredient in the learning

g process.

Many of today's foreign language educators view

language learning simply as learning how to communicate

(Rivers 1976; Grittner, 1977). Before achieving com-

municative competence, however, the theory of language

states that a student must internalize, by means of

practice activities, some grammatical rules and some

vocabulary (Clausing and Wood, 1974). The audio-

lingual method assumed that if students could manip--

ulate forms, repeat with accuracy, complete trans-

formations of sentences, and respond successfully to

any kind of pattern drill, they would then transfer the

training to the process of communicating effectively in

the foreign language. This theory of language acqui-

sition is in conflict with those proponents who follow

Chomsky's reasoning and believe that deep structure

precedes surface structure, meaning precedes grammar,

and language develops from simple to complex patterns

(Smith, 1975). Based on this theory, Sampson (1977)
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maintains that fluency should precede accuracy in

second-language acquisition. Some foreign language

educators, who stress communicative rather than lin-

guistic competence at the earliest stages of second-

language learning, share Sampson's view (Gaarder, 1967;

Savignon, 1976). Research by Oller and Obrecht (1968),

Chastain and Woerdehoff (1968), Jarvis (1970), and

Joiner (1974) support the contention that practice

activities can be more effective if they are meaningful

and communicative. As a result of this thinking, many

examples of meaningful exercises and activities have

emerged in recent foreign language articles and texts

for reading (Disick and Barbanel, 1974; Joiner, 1974;

Christensen, 1975; Paulston and Selekman, 1976; Rivers,

1976; Birckbichier, 1977; Knorre et al., 1977; Schulz

et al., 1978; and Jarvis et al., 1976, 1977a, 1977b,

1979)•

In order to further this communicative trend in

foreign language teaching, more empirical studies

attesting to the effectiveness if meaningful practice

are needed. Various media and strategies should be

investigated to determine the effects of meaningful

practice in a variety of instructional strategies.
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One such medium is the computer, which can be found

practically everywhere. It is used very little, how-

ever, in foreign language education. The basis for

selecting media normally is determined by the intended

learning outcome (Gagn4, 1977) and cost-effectiveness

(O'Neil et al., 1976). Thus, the computer has been

chosen by many educational institutions primarily for

drill and practice activities for which, according to

computer experts, it seems to be best suited (Walton,

1970; Allen, 1971; Nelson et al., 1976).

In reviewing the literature, however, it becomes

evident that the computer's potential and possibilities

in foreign language education have not been fully

explored. Although combining computer technology with

practice in foreign language education is not new, the

effectiveness of the type of practice activities using

this medium has not been tested.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to compare the

effectiveness of two types of computer practice,

structural and semantic, in developing the students'
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reading and writing skills. Specifically, this research

deals with the following questions:

1. Is the ability to identify and manipulate a

grammatical structure influenced by the type

of practice activity; i.e., structural versus

semantic?

2. Does the verbal aptitude variable interact

with the task variable in terms of student

learning?

Operational Definitions

Defining complex concepts for research purposes

is often an arduous task. Mortensen (1972) notes that

if a concept is defined too broadly, it loses value as

an object of study, and if it is defined too narrowly,

it may be of inconsequential concern. Many terms in

foreign language education are unfortunately not de-

fined precisely enough and thus may present a major

obstacle to the researcher who intends to manipulate

such variables in an experiment. To avoid imprecision

in defining the independent variable, this investigator

reviewed drills and exercises contained in 25 basic

college German textbooks (published between 1965 and
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1978). The following two questions were asked in

order to distinguish between two types of drills,

"structural" and "semantic," the practice variables

in this study.

1. Is knowledge of structure alone sufficient

in solving the task/problem?

f 2. Is attending to meaning a prerequisite to

structural application in solving the task/

problem?

A structural drill is defined as a drill that

can be accomplished by a student based solely on knowl-

edge of the structure alone. Thus, while structural

knowledge is essential in such a drill, meaning is

optional. Whether or not a student attends to meaning

in such a drill is not known. A cue is normally given

to the student in a structural drill; i.e., a simple

change is required (change of tense, change of noun to

pronoun, etc.). If the personal "I" or possessive

adjective "my" are used in such a drill, they are not

different from "he," "her," or "we"; they simply re-

present a structural part of the drill and, except by

chance, have no personal reality or relevance to the

student. (See Appendix B-2.)
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A semantic drill, on the other hand, is defined

as a drill that cannot be accomplished by a student

unless the meaning of the items is understood. Meaning

is first and foremost, whereas structure is a secondary

consideration. A semantic drill should have a meaning-

ful context based on the students' life experiences.

(See Appendix B-3.)

Significance and Assumptions of the Study

In the past, many studies in foreign language

education have dealt with global methods. According

to Jakobovits (1970), these broad methodological com-

parisons have not yielded very useful insights because

they tend to consist of several classroom activities,

many of which are made up of undefined and unobserved

variables. For this reason, Jakobovits believes that

detailed studies of specific language procedures may

provide more useful information on effective teaching

approaches. Such detailed empirical studies on commu-

nicative and meaningful language practice have been

pursued by Jarvis (1970), Joiner (1974), Birckbichler

(1975), and Knorre (1975). It is hoped that this

experiment will add to the results of these studies
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and provide more insight into the effects of meaningful

practice. More specifically, it is hoped that the

present study will reveal some information on the use-

fulness of the computer as a practice medium. It is

further believed that this research may have implica-

tions for the development of learning materials for

practice in and out of the classroom.

The computer, the practice medium, cannot be

viewed as a complete self-contained means of instruction

because ". . . discussion and pupil-pupil and pupil-

teacher interaction are essential for learning"

(Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian, 1978, p. 387). As an

adjunct to classroom instruction, however, the computer

seems to be well-suited for drills and language prac-

tice, especially in the reading and writing skills.

The main advantages of the computer as a driller,

according to most CAI writers, are pace, sequencing of

material, immediate correction and feedback, actual

involvement, diagnostic ability, convenience and

scheduling (Ornstein, 1968; Suppes and Jerman, 1970;

Allen, 1972). The computer's greatest weakness, on

the other hand, is its ineffectiveness (at least at

present) to deal with the spoken language (Nelson et
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al., 1976). This limitation, however, has no impact on

this investigation because it deals with practice of

reading and writing skills only.

Although there is very little research in foreign

language education on the effectiveness of computer-

assisted instruction, the computer seems to show great

promise. The lack of research may be explained by the

fact that many foreign language educators consider the

computer inappropriate for meaningful and communicative

activities. This study is an attempt to test this

claim.

Limitations of the Study

The following limitations of this study should

be kept in mind.

1. Grammatical Concept: The grammar prin-

ciple to be practiced in this experiment is

limited to the present perfect tense of weak

verbs. Thus, only replication of this study

I with different grammatical concepts (such as

the future tense, modal auxiliaries, prepo-

I sition, etc.) would 3how if the same or

similar results would be achieved.

I

I
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2. Complexity of Exercises: The types of ex-

ercises that could be created for this study

were considerably restricted by the limited

vocabulary of the beginning German students

(at the time of the experiment, the students

will have completed one-half semester of

German language study only). Because of this

vocabulary limitation, both structural and

semantic computer exercises deal with simple,

short drills. For more advanced foreign

language students, however, the complexity

and variety of these exercises could be

expanded commensurate with the level of

language knowledge.

3. Computer Novelty: Because computer

practice is not an integral part of normal

classroom instruction at the Air Force Academy,

the novelty of working with the computer for

this experiment may be a relevant factor.

To some extent, the learning outcome may be

attributed to the novelty of using the computer

rather than to the specific type of practice.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The greatest change in foreign language education

in recent years can be seen in the movement from a

teacher- to a learner-centered approach. The best

evidence of a teacher-centered approach was the audio-

lingual classroom, where the teacher served as a model

for the students, provided stimuli, reinforcement, and

feedback. The audio-lingual method of teaching, which

followed the behaviorists' and descriptive linguists'

theories that learning is basically a process of con-

ditioning, placed primary emphasis on linguistic com-

petence. Linguistic competence, or what Rivers (1973)

refers to as "skill getting," entails the gaining of

knowledge of units, categories, and purposes in the

areas of the sound system, vocabulary, and structure.

In other words, grammar was at the core of the language

program.

15
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While the audio-lingual method of teaching may

be classified as teacher-centered, today's humanistic

movement favors a student-centered approach. This

focus on the student is deeply embedded in cognitive

theories of learning, which view the learner as an

active and creative participant in the learning process.

A very powerful factor in this learning process is the

student's existing cognitive structure. As Ausubel

(1968) puts it:

If I had to reduce all of educational
psychology to just one principle, I
would say this: The most important

single factor influencing learning is
what the learner already knows. Ascer-
tain this and teach him accordingly
(Preface, no page number).

The degree to which a student's cognitive structure

(store of knowledge) influences the learning process is

the degree to which the to-be-learned material is mean-

ingful. Meaningful learning is assumed to take place

when the learner attempts to integrate newly learned

material with what is already known (Ausubel, 1968).

Since there would be no real point in language without

meaning (Clark and Clark, 1977), the notion of meaning-

ful learning is closely related to the present goal of

communicative competence in foreign language teaching.
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Communicative competence--"The ability to receive,

understand, and produce suitable and comprehensible

messages" (Zelson, 1976, p. 19)--depends on meaning.

If there is no meaning, there is no communication.

Although there are distinct differences in how

learning is viewed by the behavioristic and cognitive

theorists, proponents of both camps agree that practice

is at the core of any language program. As Jarvis

(1978) notes: "We learn what we practice, what we

experience, what we do" (p. 672). Practice, which is

a rather general term, normally refers to most in- and

out-of-class activities in foreign language learning.

It subsumes such terms as "drill," "exercise," and

"activity." Although some authors distinguish between

drill and exercise (Stevick, 1976) or drill and activ-

ity (Chastain, 1970), others do not (Rivers, 1964,

1976). Thus, these terms seem to be interchangeable.

Miller and Swick (1976), for example, define the pur-

pose of a drill "to extend, reinforce and refine a

student's capabilities to do specific mental/or

physical performance" (p. 26). The same statement of

purpose would obviously apply if the terms "exercise"

or "activity" were used instead of "drill."
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Behaviorists and cognitive theorists agree that

practice is an essential and crucial variable in the

learning process. They disagree, however, about the

type of practice. Supporters of the audio-lingual

method, for example, view language learning as habit

formation through conditioning and drill. They believe

that continuous mechanical manipulation of vocabulary

and grammatical structures will lead to language profi-

ciency. To reach this goal, they rely heavily on

pattern drills as the primary means of practice. Most

of these drills focus on phonology, morphology, and

syntax. Although meaning is not specifically stressed

in these drills, many foreign language teachers assume

that students automatically attend to meaning when

performing a task. Hosenfeld (1976) has shown in an

experiment, however, that this hypothesis does not

always hold true.

Cognitive theorists of learning, on the other

hand, stress the concept of meaningful practice. Be-

cause the purpose of practice "is to increase the stabil-

ity and clarity and hence the dissociability strength,

of the emergent new meanings in cognitive structure"

(Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian, 1978, p. 311), it
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must focus on meaning. Reflecting on the signif-

icance of meaning while practicing, Carroll (1974)

advises foreign language learners that "It is important

whenever possible to remember the meanings conveyed by

the foreign language and to think of these meanings

while practicing" (p. 143). Thus, if language is

viewed as a meaningful system, it follows that meaning

should be present at all stages of language practice

(Woodsworth, 1973). The development of each practice

activity must, therefore, incorporate this concept. A

meaningful activity, then, is one in which the process-

ing of meaning is essential to the successful com-

pletion of a task, and the application of morphology

and syntax (structure) assumes a subordinate role.

Despite this emphasis on meaningful learning/

practice and the concern for developing communicative

abilities in second-language learners, a discrepancy

exists between these cognitive theories and what is

found in the foreign language classroom. In many class-

rooms attention continues to be given to linguistic

competence at the expense of student motivation, humane-

ness, and proficiency itself (Zelson, 1976). One

reason for this attention to linguistic competence
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may be due partially to the content of many existing

textbooks. Ten years ago, for example, pattern drills

were found in every textbook, and such drills often

constituted the main part of exercises (Mathieu, 1968).

This assessment holds true even today. Most of today's

foreign language texts and workbooks still contain in-

numerable structural activities that concentrate on

phonological, morphological, or syntactic processing.

The existence of such structural drills is an apparent

carry-over from the days of the audio-lingual method of

teaching. Since then, foreign language education

theories have moved away from this manipulation of

vocabulary and structure, but the content of many texts

has lagged behind these changes toward communicative

and meaningful activities. Exceptions to the more

traditional textbooks are foreign language readers by

Knorre et al. (1977) in Spanish, Schulz et al. (1978)

in German, and Jarvis et al. (1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1979)

in French. These references, as well as a method text

I by Allen and Valette (1977), contain excellent examples

of meaningful and communicative activities, such as

U rank order or preference exercises, opinion polls, de-

hydrated sentences, paragraph completion, personalized

questions, and interviews.

!

!
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Related Research

In order to continue the development of meaning-

ful learning materials and to gain further insight into

the effectiveness of meaningful practice, additional

research is needed comparing various practice activities

in experiments using varied media in different types of

learning situations. The following studies have emerged

in the past few years and empirically support the hy-

pothesis that practice that emphasizes meaning with

situational referents seems to be superior to manip-

ulative practice.

Chastain and Woerdehoff (1968), for example, made

broad comparisons of practice based on the audio-lingual

theory and practice based on the cognitive-code learning

theory. One of the findings was that ". . . drills

stressing understanding were superior to pattern pract-

ice" (p. 279). In another experiment, Oiler and Obrecht

(1968) found that ". . . the effectiveness of a given

pattern drill is significantly increased by relating

the language of that drill to communicative activity

in the teaching-learning process" (p. 174).

The present research is primarily influenced by

an experiment conducted by Jarvis (1970) from which he
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concluded that contextualized practice with particu-

larized referents produced better results than practice

with generic meaning in speaking and writing skills.

Since this experiment, Jarvis (1975a, 1976, 1978) has

published various articles dealing with meaningful

learning, and Jarvis et al. (1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1979)

have applied these findings in designing French readers

that contain no pattern drill exercises but only mean-

ingful activities.

Building on Jarvis' (1970) results, Joiner (1974)

conducted an experiment distinguishing between communi-

cative and non-communicative oral practice in beginning

college French. According to Joiner, a communicative

practice requires student control of both the content

and the expression of the utterance. The utterance

must also add new information. Non-communicative prac-

tice, on the other hand, includes various types of

pattern drills, questions with cued responses, compre-

hension type questions on assigned reading, and situ-

ational questions such as "Where is the book?" While

oral communication was the major concern of the in-

f vestigation, Joiner also tried to determine the effects

of the two treatments on all language skill areas andI

I

'i
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on attitude. The findings indicated that students

placed in the communicative group significantly out-

performed those whose practice was non-communicative on

a test of communicative proficiency that contained tasks

of describing, reporting, and interviewing. Her results

support the inclusion of communicative practice in over-

all instructional strategy if communicative proficiency

is a course goal.

Three other studies dealing with communicative

skills and competence were done by Savignon (1972),

Bartz (1974), and Schulz (1974). Savignon (1972) at-

tempted to develop tests to measure the effectiveness

of communicative skills. The students who practiced

with specific communicative activities scored signif-

icantly higher on the test of communicative competence!

than those in the audio-lingual program. Concentrating

also on the testing aspect of communication, Bartz

(19?4) and Schulz (1974) examined student performance

on linguistic and communicative tests in listening

comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing using

their own constructed tests in German and French re-

spectively. Their studies showed that while linguistic

and communicative competence are related, they are two

different constructs.
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In two separate but similar experiments, Birck-

bichler (1975) and Knorre (1975) examined the effects

of second-language learning tasks requiring various

types and levels of processing (morphological-syntactic

and semantic) on measures of student learning. Although

few significant differences were discovered beyond the

.05 level by these researchers, the reasons for this

lack of differences may be attributable to the possi-

bility that the subjects with the morphological-syntactic

(non-semantic) tasks may not have eliminated semantic

processing completely. A longer treatment phase and a

more sensitive criterion instrument might have yielded

differential effects on the processing variable.

Another experiment related to this research was

conducted by Hosenfeld (1976) in which students were

asked to "think aloud" while completing fill-in exer-

cises. Hosenfeld found that some students relied on

morphological-syntactic information only to complete

the task rather than processing the meaning of the

sentence. The experiment seems to show that some

students will do only what is absolutely necessary to

complete a given task. If the task requires processing

I

I
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of meaning as a prerequisite to structural application,

however, the student can no longer bypass meaning in

completing the task.

The above studies dealt with various forms of

meaningful or communicative language practice in the

classroom. The present study is an attempt to extend

this line of research and to compare the effectiveness

of two learning tasks, structural and semantic, with

learning outcome. In order to gain more insight into

varied practice media, the computer, which the liter-

ature heralds as an excellent practice medium, was

selected for this experiment.

The Computer as a Practice Medium

The first commercial computer began operation in

the Census Bureau in 1951 (Suppes and Jerman, 1970).

Since ther., the computer has become an absolute neces-

sity in science, government, business, and education.

While educational institutions have primarily taken

advantage of the computer in administrative 
operations,

its increased use as an educational medium is evidenced

by the many computer-managed instruction (CMI) and

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs in such
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institutions. In foreign language education, as well

as in other disciplines, the potential of the computer

has not yet been explored thoroughly.

The most extensive experimentation in applying

CAI to the teaching of foreign languages has been done

by the Thomas J. Watson Research Center of the IBM

Corporation (Ornstein, Ewton, and Mueller, 1971). The

best known and at the present time probably the most

advanced computer-based instructional system, however,

is the University of Illinois' Programmed Logic for

Automatic Teaching Operations (PLATO) (Curtin et al.,

1976). Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian (1978) refer to

PLATO as the most 'spectacular' CAI development (p.

386). PLATO, which utilizes a high-speed digital

computer as the central control element for teaching

a number of students simultaneously, has been used

since 1960 to teach in at least 20 fields including

Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Latin,

Russian, and Spanish (Scanlan, 1971; Grundlehner, 1974;

Allouche and Ervin, 1976). There are also many other

universities and even high schools that have used or

are still using some form of CAI in various languages

(Ruplin and Russell, 1970; Turner, 1970; Lipton, 1972;

Ruplin, 1973; Haas, 1979).
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The complexity of computer configurations for

an instructional terminal varies. The simplest, most

often used configuration is a teletype machine or

electric typewriter connected by telephone line to a

computer (Arendt, 1972). A more complex system, such

as PLATO, consists of a plasma display panel (video

screen), a typewriter keyboard connected to the com-

puter, a slide projector, an audio selector, and a

judging system (syntactic, lexical, and orthographical

correctness of sentences).

In the widest sense, computer-assisted instruction

refers to any application of the computer to teaching

(Allen, 1972). Authors normally distinguish between

four basic approaches in the instructional process:

(1) drill and practice, (2) tutorial, (3) problem-

solving, and (4) simulation (Edwards et al., 1974).

The first two modes, drill/practice and tutorial, are

commonly addressed in the foreign language literature.

While a tutorial program assumes the burden of in-

struction, the drill and practice program is supple.-

mentary to the regular curriculum. In lieu of the

term computer-assisted instruction, the term computer-

supplemented instruction (CSI) will be used in this
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dissertation. This term more aptly describes the

function of the computer as an adjunct to classroom

instruction. It must be emphasized that neither this

researcher nor most foreign language educators and

authors view the computer as a replacement for the

classroom teacher. In fact, Ornstein (1968) states

that virtually no successful program today makes any

attempt to dispense altogether with human intervention.

Tha present study deals with the application of

the computer in drill and practice activities. Accord-

ing to Reinert (1974), drill functions during the past

two decades incroasingly have been turned over to

various machines, the computer being the newest and

most promising. Ellis (1974) reports that drill and

practice account for most of the use of computers in

education. Research by Edwards et al. (1974) confirms

this statement. They found in a comprehensive study on

the effectivenoss of CAI that drill and practice is

the most consistently effective mode of CAI, especially

in mathematics. The same assessment is also held by

many authors reporting on foreign language CAI programs

(Adams, Morrison, and Reddy, 1968; Alpert and Blitzer,,

1970; Allen, 1972; Bell, 1974; Clausing and Wood, 1974).
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The types of drill practice/exercises in foreign

language education commonly found in a CAI program are

either similar or the same as those in textbooks and

workbooks. As Dyer (1976) puts it: "The most common

form of CAI today remains the 'automated' textbook"

(P. 56). These drills, especially at the elementary

level, are simple and short rather than complex, and

mono- rather than multi-structural. The types of drill

most often found in CAI programs are substitution,

transformation, response, and translation. The typical

drill presents a series of problems, teaching, rein-

forcing, and testing one specific grammatical point;

i.e., verb conjugation, negation, or questions

(Clausing and Wood, 1974). Thus, as is the case with

textbooks and workbooks, the majority of computer drills

are structural rather than semantic or meaningful.

The literature notes many advantages of the

computer. Edwards et al. (1974) report that studies

consistently show that increased achievement results

from the use cf CAI as a supplement to traditional in-

struction. These authors further have found that learn-

ing time can be compressed through CAI, that CAI seems

to be more effective for low-ability students, and
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that boys tend to favor CAI more than girls. In all

studies reviewed by Edwards et al. (1974), both students

and teachers liked CAI except when there were hardware

problems. CAI also provides more interaction between

student and computer than takes place between student

and teacher in a traditional classroom (Rosenbaum,

1969). Erickson (1972) and others found that students

using the computer are highly motivated. The computer

allows them to work at their own pace, does not correct

them in front of their peers, is very organized, and

provides an individualized and even personalized ap-

proach to learning. More than 90 percent of the

students surveyed by Scanian (1971) would recommend

CAI to others. Haas (1979) and Taylor (1979) report

similar results based on a survey conducted at The

Ohio State University.

Another significant advantage of the computer is

the "time-saving" feature. In correcting and providing

feedback directly to the student, the teacher is re-

lieved from this very time-consuming process. Yet,

the teacher can periodically request print-outs to

determine student progress and identify possible

problem areas. The extra time gained by the teacher
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can then be used in the classroom for communicative and

creative activities.

The greatest weakness of the computer (at least

at present) is that it cannot effectively deal with the

spoken language (Nelson et al., 1976). Although some

progress has been made in this direction, results so

far have not been very encouraging. If the computer is

used to practice reading and writing skills, however,

as proposed in this study, then the classroom is freed

for additional practice in the oral/aural skills.



CHAPTER III

STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Design of the Experiment

The experimental design selected for this study

is a modified version of the "Experimental Group-Control

Group: Randomized Subjects" (Kerlinger, 1973, P. 331)

using two experimental groups and one control group.

X Y (Experimental)

X 2  Y (Experimental)

-X Y (Control)

Kerlinger (1973) describes this design as probably the
"best" for many experimental purposes (p. 331) due to

its internal validity (control for history, maturation,

testing, etc.). Externally, the major weakness of this

design is its limited generalizability.

A 3 X 2 factorial design was used. The first

independent variable, the practice variable consisted

of three levels: (1) computer-supplemented structural

practice, (2) computer-supplemented semantic practice,

32
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and (3) no practice. The two types of computer exer-

cises, structural and semantic, embodied a gram-

matical concept (present perfect tense of weak verbs)

and vocabulary that form part of the regular German

132 curriculum at the United States Air Force Academy

(USAFA). The second independent variable, the aptitude

variable, consisted of two levels, high and low apti-

tude (split at the median) and was based on the verbal

score attained by each subject on the Scholastic Apti-

tude Test (SAT) or the American College Test (ACT).

The dependent variable, a multiple-choice/completion

test, was designed to test and compare the effects

on learning by practicing with structural exercises

versus practicing with semantic exercises. The depen-

dent variable was composed of two subtests: (1) a

structural measure and (2) a semantic measure, each

of which consisted of 10 multiple-choice and 10 com-

pletion items.
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Table 1. 3 X 2 Factorial Design

Aptitude

Experimental Groups

High Low

A - Computer Practice/
Structural

B - Computer Practice/
Semantic

C - Control/
No Practice

Population and Sample

The study was conducted at the United States

Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado during

the Spring 1979 Semester. The reasons for selecting

the Academy as the experimental site were many. First,

USAFA maintains a complete data bank of each cadet's

background; i.e., entrance examination data, placement

test scores, high school ranking, etc. Second, as

part of the core curriculum, each cadet must complete

four and one-half semester hours in a foreign language
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unless this requirement is satisfied by a placement

test. Thus, most cadets take a language course because

they are required to and therefore may be less moti-

vated than volunteers. Third, the cadets represent a

student body drawn from all 50 states, a unique situ-

ation. Fourth, the course content, including exer-

cises, homework assignments, etc., is identical for

all students in German 131 and 132.* Fifth, the

Academy provides excellent facilities and has suffi-

cient computer terminals for such an experiment.

Sixth, the support and cooperation of faculty and

staff at the Air Force Academy facilitated the study.

Finally, the results may be generalized to the sister

service academies, the United States Military Academy

and the United States Naval Academy.

Of the total population of 142 students (10

sections) enrolled in German 132, 74 students, the

• German 131 is designed for (1) students who
either have had no prior German language training
or (2) students who had some German language train-
ing in high school but failed to qualify for German
141, the basic intermediate language sequence,
based on a placement test score. German 131 meets
during each Fall Semester for one hour every other
day (one and one-half semester hours credit).
German 132 follows German 131 in the Spring Semes-
ter, and classes meet every other day for two hours
(three semester hours credit).

S ~ -..-. ow
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sample in this study, have not had previous German

language training in high school, nor have they had

any exposure to a second language. Two of the 74

subjects resigned from the Academy prior to the admin-

istration of the experiment, leaving a final sample of

72 students. This experiment dealt exclusively with

these untrained subjects.

Procedure and Implementation

In order to obtain treatment-by-aptitude inter-

action in this experiment, the 72 subjects were

blocked at the median by high and low aptitude based

on either SAT or ACT verbal scores. The verbal score

on one of these instruments was chosen because such a

score is readily available. Each cadet must take

either the SAT or ACT (some students take both tests

using the higher score) as part of the entrance re-

quirement at the Academy. Although the Modern Lan-

guage Aptitude Test (MLAT) is frequently administered

to determine language aptitude, rigidly controlled

student time at USAFA prevented giving this test to

the subjects. To administer the short form (3 parts)

of the MLAT, for example, would have required 50
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minutes of class-time, a considerable time block in the

language program.

Subjects in each aptitude group (n = 36) were

randomly assigned to Experimental Group A (Structural),

Experimental Group B (Semantic), and Control Group C

(No Practice). From the high-aptitude group (L = 36),

12 subjects were randomly assigned to Experimental

Group A, 12 to Experimental Group B, and 12 to the

Control Group. The same process applied to the low-

aptitude group.

Since this experiment involved practicing a

grammatical concept subsequent to its introduction in

the classroom, it was important that all students in

the experiment be taught essentially the same struc-

tures and vocabulary. Although instructor styles and

teaching approaches vary, USAFA has identical student

study guides (same content, objectives, etc.) for all

cadets enrolled in German 131 and 132. In order to

expose the students to different teaching styles, in-

structors change classes after the first half of each

semester. Students enrolled in German 131, for

example, have had at least two different teachers

during that semester (in some cases even three or more
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due to illness, official absences, or temporary duty

of instructors).

Prior to selecting the specific grammatical con-

cept as the practice variable, this researcher esti-

mated that early February 1979 would be a feasible time

frame for the actual experiment in terms of completing

all computer exercises, criterion measurements, and

pilot study. Since the present perfect tense of weak

verbs was scheduled to be introduced at the Academy

during that period, this grammatical concept was chosen

as the practice variable. The present perfect tense,

furthermore, is normally introduced and discussed at

the Academy at a time when the students are able to

communicate in basic sentences. In fact, it is nearly

impossible to communicate without using the present

perfect tense. The students participating in this ex-

periment benefited from the practice session because

this grammatical structure was part of the regular

curriculum sequence and thus a function of the depart-

mental goals. Since the natural class environment was

not disturbed, validity in terms of classroom instruc-

tion was achieved.
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The scheduling of the subjects for the practice

session on the computer was a complex process. Half

of the 10 German 132 classes meet on "M" days (five

sections every other day starting with the first day

of the semester) and the other half meets on "T" days

(also five sections every other day starting with the

second day of class). Because the subjects for this

experiment represented all German 132 students who had

not had any previous language training, each one of the

10 classes had at least some subjects participating in

the experiment. Thus, the introduction, practice, and

posttest could not take place for all students on the

same day and at the same time. The experiment was,

therefore, extended over a four-day period: two days

(M and T) for the classroom introduction of the gram-

mar concept and two days (M and T) for the practice

session and the posttest. It was decided to retain a

larger sample (n = 24 for each group) and accept the

staggered time table rather than use a very small n

for each group to complete the experiment in one

session.

The present perfect tense of weak verbs was in-

troduced in Block III, German 132, on February 1 and
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2, 1979. The students' assignment for these dates was

to read a brief introduction to this concept on page

171, Chapter 8, Deutsch heute: Grundstufe (Moeller

and Liedloff, 1974), the basic text for German 131 and

132. A further assignment was to read page 96, which

introduces the same concept, in German Grammar -

Schaum's Outline Series (cschossmann, 1975), another

required text for German 131 and 132. (See Appe.adix

D-1 .)

Although the classroom presentation on February

1 and 2 was the first formal introduction to the pres-

ent perfect tense, it is realized that the students

already may have been exposed to this concept passive-

ly in German 131 or 132 as a result of instructor talk.

It was felt, however, that such informal usage would

not have a significant effect on the outcome of the

experiment since this structure was not formally dealt

with, and students were never asked to provide it.

For maximum uniformity, the presentation of the

present perfect tense of weak verbs to all 10 classes

of German 132 was made by the same instructor over a

two-day period (five sessions per day). This instruc-

tor is an Air Force officer who possesses a Ph.D. in

|,
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Foreign Language Education and has had four years of

teaching experience at USAFA. The grammar introduction

for each class required approximately 15 minutes. The

content in all cases was identical. To avoid inter-

ference with uncontrolled practice after the classroom

presentation, all subjects in the experiment were asked

not to study on their own until after completion of the

experiment. Following the introduction of the gram-

matical concept, the subjects were orally instructed

on the general use of the computer terminals and given

a handout summarizing the most important points to

remember when using a terminal. (See Appendix D-2.)

Subsequent to the introduction of the present

perfect tense in the classroom, each subject of ex-

perimental groups A and B practiced these concepts on

the computer during the next scheduled German class

period (one of 10 sections on February 5 and 6).

Group A practiced with structural and Group B with

semantic exercises. While the experimental groups

were practicing, the Control Group was administered

the criterion measurement in the classroom. Upon com-

pletion of the test, the Control Group was allowed to

review and practice the same grammar concept using

handout exercises.
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The Practice Variable

The practice variable consisted of two separate:

computer practice exercises, structural and semantic.

(See Appendix B and Operational Definitions.) To re-

view these concepts briefly, a structural exercise is j

a drill that can be accomplished by simply relying on

knowledge of structure. Meaning is optional. A seman-

tic drill, on the other hand, cannot be executed unless

one understands the meaning of the item/problem. Thus,

in the latter drill, meaning is a primary and structure

a secorlary uoisideration. Each exercise, structural

and semantic, was composed of five practice categories,

arranged from easy to more difficult. Each category

contained certain tasks relating to the present per-

fect tense of weak verbs. While structural drills

simply required a change of structure (change of in-

finitive to the past participle, change of a sentence

from the present tense to the present perfect tense,

etc.), the semantic exercises required the student to

choose from a list of verbs or phrases and then make

meaningful sentences in the present perfect tense.

In order to avoid any bias in the two practice in-

struments, the two exercises were matched as closely
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as possible in terms of the chosen vocabulary. At the

time of the experiment (February 5 and 6), the subjects

had studied a total of 35 weak verbs and 142 nouns.

(See Appendix A-2.) Of these 35 weak verbs, the samef

25 verbs were used in both structural and semantic ex-

ercises. (See Appendix D-3.) With the exception of

a few cognates, no new nouns were added.

To validate the structural and semantic defini-

tions used in this research, sample structural and

semantic exercises, listed in random order and accom-

panied by a brief definition of these terms, were pro-

vided to seven German instructors. These instructors

were asked to identify each drill as either struc-

tural or semantic. Without exception, every exercise!

was identified in the correct category. (See Appendix

A-i).

The complete structural and semantic practice

exercises were then submitted to five German professors,

including one experienced textbook writer, for vali-

dation. (See Appendix A-2.) Following this validation,

the computer exercises using programming language PL1

were then prepared and tested by the Instruction and

Research Computer Center (IRCC) at The Ohio State
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University. Although OSU uses an Amdahl 470 computer

and the United States Air Force Academy a Burroughs

6700, a PLI compiler and some minor modifications

allowed the program to run at the Academy during the

actual experiment.

The time length and the number of interactions

of the practice variable had been carefully considered.

Many computer programs dealing with grammatical prac-

tice indicate that a 20-25 minute practice period

allows for approximately 25 interactions between

student and computer. Based on the students' atten-

ticn span and length of practice, as well as sugges-

tions by other foreign language educators who have had

experience in computer-assisted instruction, it was

concluded that approximately 10 minutes for demonstra-

tion of and familiarization with the equipment and

then 20 to 25 minutes of actual practice would suffice.

The pilot study and the experiment confirmed this

assumption.

Each student was asked to proceed through the

required exercises only once, without going back to

previously covered material. The student was allowed

two tries in solving each problem. After the first
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try, feedback was given by the computer praising the

student for a correct answer or outlining the error

and citing the appropriate grammar rule for an in-

correct response. If the second try still resulted

in an incorrect answer, the student was advised of the

mistake and the'computer then provided the correct

answer. (See Appendix B-4.) As anticipated, a small

difference in completion time between structural and

semantic exercises existed since some students were

better typists than others and some answered more

questions correctly on the first try and thus needed

less computer feedback. The semantic exercises,

furthermore, required a deeper level of processing

by the student and thus may have required a little

more time than the structural exercises.

The Dependent Variable

Immediately after the practice session, a post-

test was administered to the two experimental groups.

(See Appendix C.) The same test was given to the

Control Group in the classroom while the experimental

groups were practicing. This criterion measurement

consisted of two subtests, one for each level of
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practice, structural and semantic. Again, in order to

avoid possible bias between structural and semantic

type items, the test instrument consisted of 20 multiple-

choice questions, with four possible options (one keyed

answer and three distractors) and 20 completion items.

Twenty of the total of 40 test items were structural

and 20 semantic. While the former could be completed

based on structural knowledge alone, the latter re-

quired understanding of meaning first and knowledge of

structure second. (See Operational Definitions.) As

in the case of practice exercises, the content of the

test items was restricted to the active vocabulary ac-

quired up to the time of the experiment. The 10 struc-

tural and 10 semantic multiple-choice items in the

criterion measurement were presented in random order.

The 10 multiple-cboice items in each group, structural

and semantic required the student to provide the correct

past participle in six cases and the correct form of

the auxiliary verb and the past participle in four

cases. The structural completion part of the instru-

ment consisted of two groups of five items each, and

the semantic completion part consisted of two five-

sentence passages. The task in the first five structural
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and semantic completion items was to provide the

correct past participle, and in the second five struc-

tural and semantic completion items the correct form

of both the auxiliary and the past participle. The

complete criterion measurement is contained in

Appendix C.

Analysis of Data

In order to obtain a more sensitive analysis of

the test instrument, the 40-item test was analyzed as

two subtests, structural and semantic. (See discussion

of Dependent Variable in this Chapter.) The data

obtained from the two subtests were subjected to a

two-factor multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

According to Kerlinger (1973), MANOVA, whose main

characteristics is the simultaneous analysis of multiple

independent variables and multiple dependent variables

on n individuals, is an extension of the univariate

analysis of variance. IUnivariate analyses of variance

were used as the principal follow-up technique of

MANOVA.

All data analyses and computations were made on

an Amdahl 470 computer by the Instruction and Research

II
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Computer Center (IRCC) at The Ohio State University.

The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program was

used.

The following hypotheses of no difference

between groups were tested:

H0 1: There is no significant difference in

the effectiveness of structural versus

semantic drill practice in developing

the students' ability to identify and

manipulate present perfect tense struc-

tures as measured by a structural multiple-

choice/completion subtest.

H0 2: There is no significant difference in

the effectiveness of structural versus

semantic drill practice in developing

the students' ability to identify and

manipulate present perfect tense struc-

tures as measured by a semantic multiple-

choice/completion subtest.

H0 3: There are no interactive effects

between aptitude and treatment.
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Pilot Study

Since the practice variable was scheduled at a

specific time in the regular curriculum at the Air

Force Academy, a pilot study duplicating the planned

experiment was not possible. The Ohio State University,

therefore, was chosen for the pilot study. The pilot

study served primarily to determine time requirements

for the introduction and practice of the grammar

concept, to allow for refinement of the practice and

test instruments, and to identify possible problem

areas associated with the computer and/or the in-

struments.

The pilot study, which consisted of three

facets, was conducted during the Fall Quarter 1978.

Three different OSU German 101 classes were used.

Although Deutsch heute: Grundstufe was the basic

text used both at OSU and USAFA, it was recognized

that OSU students had covered only material through

Chapter 5, whereas the subjects at the Air Force

Academy would have completed seven chapters at the

time of the experiment. Thus, a discrepancy existed

between these two populations. In addition, most of

the students at OSU also had had previous language
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training, from one to five years in German or in

another foreign language, whereas the students at

USAFA had had no previous language training. At OSU,

furthermore, course content, manner of presentation,

type of practice, homework assignments, etc., varied

considerably among instructors. At the Air Force

Academy, on the other hand, the program was more

uniform.

The German 101 class in the first facet of the

pilot study consisted of 14 students. This researcher

introduced the grammar concept to the class because

no real advantage could be identified in having another

instructor accomplish this task for the pilot study.

The introduction included the statement of the grammar

rule, examples of the formation of the present per-

fect tense of weak verbs, and practice of this concept

with personal questions/answers. The introduction

phase required seven minutes. Subjects were then

randomly assigned to Group A, Structural (n = 5), Group

B, Semantic (n = 5), and Group C, Control (n = 4).

Experimental groups A and B completed the structural

and semantic practice exercises, respectively, in hand-

out format due to nonavailability of the final computer

I
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products at that time. The posttest was then admin-

istered to all three groups. (See Appendix A-3.)

Based on item analysis of the criterion measurement,

several changes were made. Ir the semantic section,

for example, which consisted of a passage in English

and five out-of-sequence dehydrated. sentences in the

German present tense, students were asked to (1) se-

quence these five sentences according to the passage

and (2) type the sentences in the present perfect tense.

This section of the test was found to be ambiguous be-

cause in some instances it was difficult to determine

if the student really understood the passage or simply

guessed at sequencing the answers. As a result of this

analysis, this section was eliminated and replaced by

a five-item completion passage. A review of the

students' practice exercises revealed no problem

areas.

The second facet of the pilot study involved a

German 101 class with 10 students. In general, the

same procedures as in the first study were followed.

Based on the small n in that class, the 10 subjects

were randomly assigned to Experimental Group A (a = 5)

and Experimental Group B (n = 5) only. No control

1
A
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group was used. The revised test instrument, con-

sisting of 20 multiple-choice and 20 completion items

(10 each, structural and semantic) was then admin-

istered. Review and item analysis of the revised in-

strument resulted in two minor changes. Again, no

problems were encountered with the practice exercises.

The primary purpose of the third facet of the

pilot study was to identify possible student problems

with the software and to determine the time needed to

complete the structural and semantic exercises. Four

students practiced on the computer terminals with the

structural exercises and three with the semantic ones.

While performing their task, these seven students were

closely monitored and observed by two computer pro-

grammers, one of whom prepared the software, and this

researcher. No problems were encountered with the

structural exercises. In the semantic exercises, how-

ever, some minor changes were made, including rewording

of the instructions in one section. The average com-

pletion time was 25 minutes. The semantic exercises

took from three to five minutes longer than the struc-

tural exercises. The slowest student, who typed with

one finger only, required 31 minutes to complete the
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semantic exercises. The length of the practice ex-

ercises was within the time range anticipated. Upon

completion of the exercise, the students were admin-

istered the same posttest as the one in Facet II of

the pilot study.

Some changes to the criterion measurement were

previously discussed under the first facet of the

pilot study. The revised instrument was given to

all 17 students participating in the second and third

facets of the study. The overall reliability of the

40-item test instrument as computed by the Kuder-

Richardson 20 (KR 20) Formula was .92 (n = 17). KR 20

is an index of the internal consistency of a criterion

measurement and is a function of the number of items

on the test, the variability of the scores, and the

proportion of students passing and failing each item.

KR 20 for the structural subtest was computed as .93

and for the semantic subtest as .84.

I



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Introduction

This study investigated the effectiveness of two

types of computer practice (structural and semantic)

across two levels of verbal aptitude in beginning

college German students. A 3 X 2 factorial design was

chosen. The three levels of the task variable were

structural practice, semantic practice, and no practice.

(See Operational Definitions in Chapter I.) The two

levels of the aptitude variable were high and low

aptitude.

The criterion measure consisted of a posttest

composed of two subtests: (1) a structural measure

and (2) a semantic measure. With the two subtests

being considered as two dependent variables, the data

were submitted to a multivariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA) using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

54
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Results

Table 2 presents the main-effect means and

standard deviations (SD) of the two dependent variables,

structural and semantic, for each of the independent

variables. An inspection of these means shows that

the Semantic Experimental Group consistently outper-

formed the Structural Group and the Control Group on

both measures. The table further shows that the High-

Aptitude Group outperformed the Low-Aptitude Group on

both the structural and semantic subtests.

From Table 3, a summary of the multivariate anal-

ysis of variance, it may be seen that both the practice

and aptitude variables were statistically significant

(P <.01). The multivariate F(4,128) was 12.98 for the

practice variable and F(2,65) = 5.85 for the aptitude

variable.

The data from each dependent variable were sub-

mitted to a univariate analysis of variance. A summary

of the univariate F-ratios is contained in Table 4.

According to this table, the practice variable yielded

a difference on both subtests beyond the .01 level of

significance; f(2,66) = 19.25 for the structural

measure and F(2,66) = 21.70 for the semantic measure.
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The aptitude variable, however, was only significant

on the semantic measure (p-.01). Neither of the

interactions was significant.

A post hoc analysis was performed on the practice

variable using Tukey's Honest-Significant-Difference

Procedure. Table 5 displays the post hoc comparison

results. A significant difference was found between

the structural and semantic groups (practice groups)

and the Control Group (no practice) on both structural

and semantic measures (2<.01). This significant dif-

ference between both practice groups and the no-

practice group indicates the importance of practice.

The main interest of this research was concerned,

however, with examining learning outcome differences

between structural and semantic practice groups and

the Control Group. In addition to the expected differ-

ences between practice and no-practice groups, a sig-

nificant difference was detected between the Structural

Group on the semantic measure (P<.05). There was no

significant difference between the Structural Group

and the Semantic Group on the structural measure,

though the Semantic Group did achieve a higher score.
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The specific findings for each null hypothesis

tested are presented below:

Hypothesis I: There is no significant differ-

ence in the effectiveness of structural versus semantic

drill practice in developing the students' ability to

identify and manipulate present perfect tense struc-

tures as measured by a structural multiple-choice/

completion subtest. The experimental data do not per-

mit rejection of this hypothesis. The difference in

mean scores between the Structural Group and the se-

mantic Group on the structural subtest failed to reveal

a significant difference. It should be noted, however,

that the Semantic Group outperformed the Structural

Group (x = 17.58 versus 16.58) on this measure. Be-

cause the Structural Group practiced exclusively with

structural concepts, it would seem reasonable that

this group would outperform the Semantic Group on the

structural measure. Based on the above data, however,

this assumption was not confirmed.

Hypothesis II: There is no significant differ-

ence in the effectiveness of structural versus semantic

drill practice in developing the students' ability to
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identify and manipulate present perfect tense structures

as measured by a semantic multiple-choice/completion

subtest. On the basis of the experimental data, this

null hypothesis is rejected. The mean score for the

Semantic Group on this measure was 12.17 versus 9.92

for the Structural Group. This difference proved to

be significant beyond the .05 level using Tukey's

Honest-Significant-Difference post hoc comparison.

Hypothesis III: There are no interactive effects

between aptitude and treatment. This null hypothesis

remains tenable. Neither the multivariate analysis of

variance (see Table 3) nor the univariate analysis of

variance (see Table 4) revealed significant treatment-

by-aptitude interactive effects.

Although no interactive effects were evident in

this study, some general comments concerning this

variable seem appropriate. The aptitude variable was

significant beyond the .01 level under the multivariate

analysis of variance--F(2,65) : 5.85. (See Table 3.)

While the univariate F(1,66) = 11.67 for the semantic

subtest was also significant (p <.01), the F(1,66) =

2.72 for the structural subtest was not significant.
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(See Table 4.) The difference in the significance of

aptitude effects on the two subtests may be explained

in terms of the inherent difficulty of these two tests.

While the High-Aptitude Group achieved a mean score of

16.00 on the structural measure, the Low-Aptitude Group

mean was 14.67. The mean scores for the semantic sub-

test for the two aptitude groups, however, were 10.72

and 8.25 for high- and low-aptitude groups, respect-

ively. (See Table 2.)

I
i
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

The primary purpose of this study was to provide

more insight into the effects of meaningful practice,

a notion underlying virtually all current principles

of foreign language learning. This study investigated

the effectiveness of two types of computer practice,

structural and semantic, and examined the relationship

between the types of practice and verbal aptitude

levels. The computer was chosen as the practice

medium for this experiment because of its potential

and possibilities as an adjunct to classroom instruc-

tion, especially in the area of drill and practice.

The experiment was conducted at the United States

Air Force Academy in Colorado. Subjects (n = 72) were

beginning college German students who had no previous

German language training in high school nor any ex-

posure to a second language. The 72 subjects were

blocked at the median by high and low aptitude based

64
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on the verbal score on either the SAT or ACT. Subjects

in each aptitude group (n = 36) were then randomly

assigned to Experimental Group A (structural computer

practice), Experimental Group B (semantic computer prac-

tice), and Control Group C (no practice). After in-

class introduction of the present perfect tense of weak

verbs (the grammar concept in the regular curriculum at

the time of the experiment) to all cadets by the same

instructor, groups A and B practiced the grammatical

concept on the computer with structural and semantic

exercises, respectively. A structural exercise was

defined as an exercise that could be accomplished by

a student based on knowledge of structure alone. Thus,

while structural knowledge was essential in such drills,

meaning was optional. A semantic exercise, on the

other hand, was defined as an exercise that could not

be accomplished by a student without understanding the

meaning of the items. Meaning was first and foremost,

whereas structure was a secondary consideration.

The practice variable consisted of a 20-25

minute computer exercise. The structural and the

semantic exercises consisted of five practice categories

each, arranged from easy to more difficult. Each
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category included five tasks dealing with the present

perfect tense of weak verbs. In order to avoid bias

between the two instruments, the same 25 verbs were

used in both exercises. While the structural drills

simply required a change of structure (change of an

infinitive to the past participle, change of a sentence

from the present to the present perfect tense, etc.),

the semantic exercises required the student to choose

from a list of verbs or phrases in order to make

meaningful sentences in the present perfect tense.

The Control Group had no practice.

After the practice session, all three groups were

administered a posttest that consisted of two subtests:

(1) a structural measure and (2) a semantic measure,

each of which was composed of 10 multiple-choice and

10 completion items. Kuder-Richardson 20 reliability

coefficients of .88 for the structural and .78 for the

semantic measures were computed. The entire 40-item

criterion measurement yielded a KR 20 reliability co-

efficient of .90.

The analysis chosen was a 3 X 2 factorial design.

All data obtained from the criterion measurement were

submitted to a multivariate analysis of variance to

-'- "" - '0 ............ .. . ... .... ..... .. . . ... ... I| 1 H i. .. II ..... . .. .. . ... ... i . ... ...
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determine the main effects of each independent variable

(practice and aptitude) on the dependent variables

(structural and semantic subtests) as well as the

effects of interaction between the independent variables.

Univariate analysis of variance was used as the principal

follow-up technique.

Summary of Findings

A review of the findings revealed differences

beyond the .01 level of significance for both practice

and aptitude variables under the multivariate analysis

of variance, but no interactive effects between practice

and aptitude treatments were found. Under the univariate

analysis of variance, the aptitude variable was signif-

icant in the semantic subtest (p<.01) but not signif-

icant in the structural subtest. There were no inter-

active effects between practice and aptitude in either

of the two measures.

The practice variable was significant in the

univariate analysis of variance beyond the .01 level.

As expected, post hoc analysis using Tukey's HSD pro-

cedure revealed a significant difference (p<.01) on

both the structural and semantic subtests between the
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experimental groups and the Control Group. This sig-

nificance seems to point out the importance of practice

in the learning process. The main interest of this

study, however, dealt with the effects of practice be-

tween structural and semantic groups. The difference

in mean scores between these groups on the structural

measure were not large enough to be significant, though

it should be noted that the Semantic Group did out-

perform the Structural Group on that measure. On the

semantic measure, however, a significant difference

beyond the .05 level was discovered between structural

and semantic groups. The Semantic Group performed sig-

nificantly better than the Structural Group.

The following research questions were posed in

Chapter I:

Question I: Is the ability to identify and

manipulate a particular grammatical

structure influenced by the type of

practice; i.e., structural versus

semantic?

The results of this study show that the Semantic

Group outperformed the Structural Group on the semantic
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measure (P .05). While the difference in mean scores

between semantic and structural groups on the structural

measure was not significant, the Semantic Group did

achieve the higher mean (17.58 and 16.58, respectively).

This lack of difference in mean scores on the strttural

subtest may be due to the manner in which some students

performed their tasks. Knowledge of the correct prefix

and suffix was the main requirement for completing a

structural present perfect tense problem successfully;

it was not necessary for the student to understand the

meaning of each item/problem. Thus, the high mean on

this measure seems to suggest that many students may

have focused solely on application of the correct struc-

ture in completing the structural task. It is not known,

however, how many subjects did and how many did not

attend to meaning while practicing.

In contrast, the difference in mean scores be-

tween structural and semantic groups on the semantic

measure was significant at the .05 level. The mean

scores on this measure were lower than those on the

structural measure; i.e., 9.92 versus 16.58 for the

Structural Group and 12.17 versus 17.58 for the Seman-

tic Group. The lower mean attained by both groups on
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the semantic measure appears to be a function of the

inherent difficulty of the semantic items/problems

themselves. The semantic tasks were more difficult

for the students. While knowledge of the grammatical

structure was the only requirement on the structural

subtest, the key to successful accomplishment of a

semantic task required a deeper level of processing.

It is often said that one learns what one prac-

tices. While the results on the semantic measure are

consistent with this logical assumption, this expec-

tation was not met by the Structural Group on the

structural measure. Because the Structural Group

practiced exclusively with structural exercises, it
4

could have been reasonably expected that this group

would outperform the Semantic Group on the structural

measurement. The experimental data shows, however,

that the Semantic Group outperformed the Structural

Group on the structural measure, though the mean score

differences were not significant.

The data of this study seem to support the

contention that retention is a function of the meaning-

fulness of one's experiences (learning). Because use

of language for a purpose is one of the principal goals

A
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in foreign language education, meaning seems to be an

essential ingredient in this process. These findings

are consistent with previous research.

Another relevant implication of this study is

that meaningful learning or meaningful practice is not

dependent upon in eraction between people. As shown

by -he performance of the Semantic Group in this ex-

periment, a deeper level of processing (meaningful

content processing) resulting in better understanding

can also take place by interacting with a medium, such

as the computer. Thus, these findings suggest that

interpersonal interactions do not necessarily seem

to be a sine qua non for meaningful language practice.

Question II: Does the verbal aptitude variable

interact with the task variable in

terms of student learning?

The experimental data clearly showed that there

were no interactive effects between aptitude and treat-

ment. The high-aptitude students consistently out-

performed the low-aptitude students in both structural

and semantic measures. These findings suggest that in

this study, perhaps, the limited time and limited
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concepts dealt with precluded any potential interactive

effects from surfacing. Replication of the study using

a larger experimental condition may provide a more

complete picture of the aptitude variable.

Relationship to Other Studies

While this study is not a replication of previous

research, it is related to and consistent with previous

research dealing with meaningful and communicative prac-

tice. Chastain and Woerdehoff (1968) found that drills

stressing understanding were superior to pattern drills.

Oller and Obrecht (1968) demonstrated that a pattern

drill is more effective if it is related to communi-

cative activity. Jarvis (1970) showed that contextu-

alized (meaningful) practice achieved better results

than generic practice. Finally, Joiner's (1974) results

of an experiment favored oral communicative practice

over non-communicative practice. All of these studies

showed the importance of a deeper level of processing

with meaningful and/or communicative language practice

in situations of personal interrelations; ice., inter-

actions between teacher and student. This study shows,

moreover, that the efficacy of meaningful language use
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is not dependent upon interaction between people. It

is instructive to point ou+ that it seems to be the

meaningfulness of the language that makes a difference

and not the way meaningful language is used among

people.

The performance by the Structural Group in this

experiment also seems to support Hosenfeld's (1976)

research in which she found that students processed

only the information that was necessary to complete

the required task; i.e., morphological-syntactic in-

formation alone rather than meaning. Hosenfeld's

study and the present research seem to suggest that

unless an exercise requires attention to meaning for

its successful accomplishment, a student may do only

what is absolutely necessary to meet the task objective,

such as providing th3 required structure without pro-

cessing the content of the item/problem. Such a

student does not chen make optimal use of practice

time or effort.

Recommendations for Future Research

This study measured the effects of structural

versus semantic grammar practice using the computer as
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the practice medium. Since learning and practicing

grammatical concepts is necessary in the second-language

process, the computer seems to have great potential as

a practice medium for such tasks, especially in devel-

oping the students' reading and writing skills. It is

therefore recommended that further research with mean-

ingful language practice using the computer be pursued.

It is suggested, moreover, that additional small-scale

experiments be conducted with language students at

various levels of instruction. For these experiments,

the same grammatical concept employed in this study

may be used, or any other grammatical concept (such as

prepositions, pronouns, modal auxiliaries, future tense,

etc.) may be chosen as the practice variable. Similar

studies may also be pursued with advanced language

students using more complex grammatical concepts and

computer exercises. Such experiments may yield further

insight into the theories of meaningful language learn-

ing/practice.

The study of attitudes and motivation should alsc

be made an integral part of all further experiments in-

volving computer practice. While the present research

did not deal with these variables, the many favorable
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comments and the strong support for computer practice

expressed by the cadets during and after the practice

session seem to suggest that attitude and motivation

may be extremely important when using the computer as

a practice medium. The study of these two variables

in conjunction with future computer experiments may

provide valuable information about the students'

desires and preferences,

In addition to attitude and motivation, future

research dealing with meaningful computer practice may

also investigate the significance of computer feedback.

Because the feedback variable has been shown to be an

important element in the learning process, future

studies focusing on this aspect of computer practice

may provide relevant information on the efficacy of

the computer as a practice medium in the foreign language

learning process.
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Validation of Instruments

1. Validation of Structural and Semantic Categories

2. Validation of Structural and Semantic Exercises

3. Pilot Study Criterion Measurement
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1. Validation of Structural and Semantic Categories

STRUCTURAL AND SEMANTIC DRILLS

Please read the following definitions carefully:

Structural Drill: A structural drill can be accomplished
by a student based on his/her knowledge of structure alone.
Structural knowledge is essential and meaning is optional.
Whether or not a student attends to meaning in such a drill
is not known.

Semanic Drills A semantic drill cannot be accomplished
by a siuent uness he/she understands the meaning of the
items. Meaning is first and foremost; structure is a secondary
consideration.

In the following sample exercises, identify each exercise as
either structural or semantic by placing an "X" in the
appropriate column.

STRUC SEMAN INSTRUCTIONS (I) AND SAMPLE DRILL (C)

Is Type in the correct form of the auxiliary
verb "haben."

D, Ich der Dame mein Auto gezeigt.

I: Make two complete sentences in the present
perfect tense by including one element from
each category.

Ds Der Gast (warten) sehr gut.
Das Essen (schmecken) im Restaurant.

I: Put the following sentences into the
present perfect tense.

D: Er kauft der Mutter Blumen.
Er der Mutter Blumen

I: Supply the past participle of the verb in
parenthesis:

Dt Ich habe es ihm nicht (glauben)

I: Complete the following statement in the
present perfect tense by choosing two
appropriate verbs from the list which
follows the statement. Also, insert the
correct form of the auxiliary verb.

Dt Meine Eltern mehr - als
weinen
stellen
lachen
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STRUC SEMAN INSTRUCTIONS (1) AND SAMPIX DRILLLD)

I: Complete each of the following sentences
with an activity taken from the following
list and provide the past participle of
"spielen."

D, Jack Nicklaus hat viel
John Denver hat viel
Chris Evret hat viel

- Tennis
- Golf
- Gitarre

I: Select the appropriate verb for each sen-
tence from the list given below.

Di Ich habe die Geschichie (regnen)
Er hat die Zigarette (glauben)
Es hat die ganze Nacht (rauchen)

I: Provide the correct form of the auxiliary
verb "haben" and the past participle of the
verb in parenthesis.

D: Wir den Mann (suchen)

I: Read the following passage.

"As Mrs. Braun was leaving the house to
go shopping, the phone rang. It was a wrong
number. She left the house and drove to the
city. After she parked hAr car, she bought
some flowers ..

Arrange the following sets of words into
complete, present perfect tense sentences.
Your first answer must be the earliest event
mentioned in the passage, followed by the
second event, etc.

D: /das Auto/parken/sie/.
/hdren/Frau Braun/das Telefon/.
/sie/Blumen/kaufen/.

It Answer the following question affirmatively.

D, Haben Sie fr her Fussball gespielt?
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2. Validation of Structural and Semantic Exercises

October 18, 1978

Dear

As you know, the purpose of this research is to compare
the effectiveness of two types of computer practice, struce-
turai and semantic. A stictuzral drill is defined as a drill
that can be accomplished by a student based solely on Know-
ledge of the structure. Meaning is optional. A seman-
tic drill, on the other hand, is defined as a drill that
cannot be accomplished by a student without understanding
the meaning of the items. Meaning is paramount and
application of structure is a secondary consideration.

The grammatical concept that will be used in this
experiment is the present perfect tense of weak verbs.
Following the introduction of this concept in the class-
room, experimental groups A and B will practice the present
perfect tense on the computer, using the enclosed structural
and semantic exercises respectively. After the practice
session, a posttest will be administered to both experimental
groups and to a control group whose members did not have any
practice.

At the time of the experiment, the students will have
covered seven chapters in Deutsch heute: Grundstufe (Moeller
and Liedloff, 1974). The active vocabulary in tnese seven
chapters consists of 35 weak verbs and 144 nouns (see enclosed
list). From the total of 35 weak verbs, the same 25 verbs are
contained in both structural and semantic exercises. A.ll
vocabulary items in these exercises are limited to the vocabu-
lary studied by the students in the first seven chapters of
their text.

Please review these exercises for accuracy. Your
comments and suggestions would be appreciated. Thank you
for your cooperation and assistance.

Sincerely,

HEINER H. SCHAEFFER

Encl.
1 .Structural Exercises
2. Semantic Exercises
3. List of Weak Verbs and Nouns
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Encl. #I

STRUCTURAL EXERCISES

1. Type the appropriate f(,z-m of the auxiliary verb 'haben"
in the space provided:

Ich der Dame mein Auto gezeigt.
Mein ater und mein Onkel ____emn Haus gebaut.
Er - heute nicht riel gelacht.

___sie (she) das Mittagessen gekocht?
flie kleinen Kinder -_ in der Schule geweint.

2. lnsert the past participle of the verb in parenthesis in
the space provideds

Ich habe es ihm nicht .(glauben)

In Deutschland hat das Bier imner gut .(schm=ecken)

Meine Bekannten haben lange in Bonn ____.(wohnen)

Hiaben Sie beim. Krankenhaus ____? (parken) (ahnFrau Weiss hat eine Reise nacn Luxemburg ~ (ahn

3. Provide the correct t'orm of the auxiliary verb "haben"
and the past participle of the verb in parenthesis:

Wir __den Mann _ ___.(suchen)

er das auch sch-on ? (htren)
Auf wen Sie wTrten)
W~hrend TeisSommers ___der Professor in Osterreich ____

(arbeiten)
4. Put the following sehitences into the present perfect tense:

Er kauft der Mutter Blumen.
Er - der Mutter Blumen_____

Die Vorlesung dauert den ganzen Nachmittag.
Die Vorlesung _ den ganzeri Nac hmittag _____

Die Studenten rauchen wirklich zuviel.
Die Studenten _ wirklich zuviel______
Der Tourist fragt nach einer Landkarte.
Der Tourist - nach einer Landkarte _____

Wohin legen Sie die Zeitung?
Wohin Sie die Zeitung -

5.Answer each of the following questions affirmativelv:
Haben Sic frd~her Fussball gespielt?
Hat es gestern geregnet?
Hat Kaffee letztes Jqhr viel gekostet?
Haben Sic in der Schule viel gelernt?
Hat Ute die Milch in den Kt~hlschrank gestellt?
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Encl. #2

SEMANTIC EMRCISES

1. Complete each of the following sentences with an
activity taken from the following list and with the
past participle of the verb "spielen."

Activities: Tennis Gitarre Golf

Jack Nicklaus hat viel
John Denver hat viel
Chris Evert hat viel

2. Complete each of the following statements in the present
perfect tense by choosing two appropriate verbs from the list
of three. Also insert the correct form of the auxiliary verb
"haben."

Meine Schwester -- immer lieber - als
Verbs: kochen wonnen lernen

Meine Eltern mehr - als
Verbs: lachen stellen weinen

Ich ihn etwas und er hat "nein"
Verbs:'legen sagen fragen

3. Select the appropriate verb for each sentence from the
list given below. Type the corresponding past participle
in the space provided.

Verbs: glauben machen rauchen regnen

Ich habe die Geschichte
Meine Mutter hat eine Zigarette
Es hat die ganze Nacht
Die lange Reise hat mich mtde

4. In the following problems, construct two meaningful
sentences each in the present perfect tense by adding one
element from each category (verb-phrase) appropriate to
the specified subject.

Examnle:

Subject Verb Phrase
Hans (enden) der Fa-IN Haas.
Die Party (danken) um ein Uhr morgens.

Answer: Hans hat der Familie Haas gedankt.
Die Party hat um ein Uhr morgens geendet.

Now the problems:

A. Der Gast (warten) sehr gut.
Das Mittagessen (schmecken) im Restaurant.

Now
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B. Das Auto (bauen) ein Einfamilienhaus.
Mein Vater (kosten) viel Geld.

C. Peter (dauern) Anna die Kirche.
Das Interview (zeigen) nur 5 Minuten.

5. Read the following passages

As Mrs. Braun was leaving the house to go
shopping, the phone rxang, She picked it up. It
.'- a wrong number. She left tne house and drove
into the city. After she parked her car, she
went to look for some flowers. She finally found
some beautiful carnations and bought them. Mrs.
Braun then returned home and spent the rest of
the day working in her kitchen.

Make a complete sentence in the present perfect tense for
each of the following sets of words. Then sequence the
sentences according to the above passage.

/arbeiten/sie/zu Hause/.
/das Auto/Frau Braun/parken/.
/kaufen/sie/Blumen/.

/das Telefon/Frau Braun/hdren/.

/die Dame/suc hen/Blumen/.



Encl. #3

LIST OF WEAK VERBS AND NOUNS

Weak Verbs

antworten arbeiten* bauen*
danken dauern* enden
fragen* !V~hren glauben*
haben hdren* kaufen*kce*kostsn* l.achen Ilebe~i legen* lernen*Iijeben machen* meinen
?3.fren parken* passen
rauchen* regnen* sager.
schmecken* spielerA* stellen'
suchen* warten* weinen*
wohnen* zeigen*

used in both structural and semantic exercises.

Nouns

bend 1 Jaus Nachbari;n Antwort Preisr~~2d arName Balkon RadAmerika Kaffee Osterreich Besucher RadioFrau Kuchen Schweiz 3ttro SchuleFrAulein Lebensmittel Sprache Einfamilienhaus StrasseFrUhling Milch Student Englisch TelefonGesprich Pfund Studentenheim Firma VergntlgenHerbst Prtiffung Studentin Geld VerkehrHerr Sache S~1den Geschichte WaschmaschineKind Salz Wein Glas WeileMann Seife Zeit Min.te WeltMorgen Supermarkt Chapter 4 Onkel ZeitungSommer Tabiette 0 Yater Chapter '7Sonne Weg Bibliothek Viertel BekcannteStadt Ch&te -n Bier Universit~t DameTag A=eri!anr Blume Wohnung DankT1'ourist Amerikanerin Fuss Chpe , FarbeWetter DDR Gabel 'f esuch FreundWind Deutsche Gast Fer-iseher GedichtWinter Dom Hand Kleidung GemilseWort Eltern Messer Koffer HaarChapter 2 1Furopa Nacht Krankenhaus KtrperA pvtheke F,-rien Party Krieg KrankeBickerei Frankreich Restaurant Kfdhlschrn LiedBrot KJ-rche Seite Land MomentButter L-id Vorlesung Leben MutterDroqerie Lekte Wanderung Mal NaturFamilie Luxemburg Wasser M~bel ObstFish schitNch Woch Motorrad Profess orGeshlt Nchar Chapter 5 Nachmittag Reklame
Wald
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3. Pilot Study Criterion Measurement

Pilot Study PRESENT PERFECT TENSE OF

WEAK VERBS - TEST INSTRTMENT

(Q 1-20) Circle the Correct Answer

1. Der junge Mann hat die hflbsche Dame sehr
a. liebe
b. geliebt
c. lieben
d. liebt

2. Was hat der Professor wthrend der Prdfung ?
a. gestellt
b. gelebt
c. gesagt
d. gepasst

3. Mein Freund _ auf der Party viel
a. haben .... gelacht
b. hatte .... lachern
c. hat .... gelacht
d. hal .... lachen

Sie gestern neue Mtbel _?
a.- ben .... kaufen
b. Habt .... gekauft
c. Haben .... gekauft
d. Hatte .... gekauft

5. Der Nachbar hat sein Motorrad den ganzen Tag lang .
a. sucht
b. suchte
c. gesucht
d. suchen

6. Wie lange haben Sie in Franireich _?
a. geglaubt
b. gemacht
c. gehrt
d. gelebt

7. Seit wamnn sie bei der Firma Bauer ?
a. hat .... arbeiten
b. haben .... gearbeitet
c. habe .... gearbeitet
d. haben .... arbeiten

8. Das Interview im grossen Autogesch.ft hat sehr lange

a. gewartet
b. warten
c. gezeigt
d. gedauert
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9. Der H-err aus Italien __bei uns in der Schule____
a. hat......lerrnen
b. habe .... gelernt
c. hat .... gelernt
di. haben .... ge2.ernt

10. Mein Vater und meine Mutter seit zwei Jahrenl in
einem Einfamilienhaus______
a. haben .... gewohnt
b. haben .... leben
c. hat . . .. gelebt
d. hat .... gelegt

11, ich habe die ganze Ceschichte ,dcht______
a. geglaubt
b. glaubte
C. giaubt
d. glaube

12. Mein Onkel hat dern Touristen den Dom ______

a. zeigt
b. zeigte
C. zeigen
di. gezeigt

13. Hoffentlich _ es Ihnen hier bei uns gut _____

a. haben .... gekocht
b. hat .... gekochtc
C. ha.......geschmeckt
di. hat .... gekauft

14. Am Nachmittag habe ich den Besuch L'n die Stacit_____

b. !tdhrt
c. fthren
d. fthre

15. Die Lebensmittel haben in der Schweiz mehr aJls in
Amerika_______
a. gewohnt
b. gekostet
c. geschmeckt
di. schmeckt

16. Bei schJlechtem Wetter~ habe ich bei der Apotheke ..........
a. gesucht
b. geragnet
c. geparkt
di. regnen

17. Die SchtUler haben eine Vorlesung an der Universit~t

a. naoen-
b. hat

gehabt
flatten



18. Ich babe und meine Schwester hat_____
a. gedauert .... gelacht
b. geweint .... Jlacht
c. gedauert .... geweint
d. gelacht .... geweint

19. Nach der Schule ich 20 Minuten auf ihn ____

a. babe .... gean7;wortet
b. babe .... gewartet
c. bat .... geantwortet
di. bat .... gewartet

20. aaLn hat die lange Reise nach Oster-reich endjlich

a. eendetF

z. geregiet

d. regnen

(Q 21-25) Crlee th Following Sentences in the ?resent

ZI.. Wir haben es nicht base ______.(meine.)

22. Wrax-am baben die G,%ste die Tt~r nicht _ __? (6fnen)
23. Das Mittagessen bat bei meiner Mtter lange_____

(dauern)

24. Das Gemllse hat mehr als die Milch _____.(kosten)

25. lIa Restaurant babe jab viel _____.(rauchen)

(~26-30) CoRet-feNe t~he Following Passage in the :-'esent
PerectTene b; Coosngthe Appropriate Verb

f~rom the List rvdd

danken leben arbeiten
bauen rauchen passen
machen regnen wohnenj

26. Onkel Karl hat vor einem Jahx ein neues Haus_____

27. Heute morgen haben mein Vater und ich bei meinem Onkel

vion 8 bis 12 Uhr im Garten _____. 22. Leider bat es

emn bisschen ____ . 29. W~hrend der Arbeit hat mnein

Vater sehr viel _____.30. Am Nachaittag habe ich einen

Besuch bei Klaus_______
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II

(Q 3-35) Pu, the Following Sentences into the Present
Pefct Tens;e

31. ____ hnen der IXuahen _ ___? (schmscken)

32. Ich seit vielen Jahren in der Schweiz -

(woh-n-7-

33. Was ___Hans und Inge den Professor ?
(f ragen7

34. Herr und Frau Lehmann _____ c moderns aHaus

__________* (bauen)

35. Unsere Nachbarin die Tomaten in den Kf~aschrank
__________ (stellen)

(Q 36-40) CoieeteFlon Psae in the Present
Peorfect T-nseF by C9ho5osing tihe AB~ropriate Verb
from the List Provided$a

haben gla uben stelen
meinen zeigen tle
fflhen kosten lernen

36. Auf meiner Universit~t in Stuttgart _ ich

wirklich sehr gutes Deutsch ______. 37. Die

Universit~t - eine neue Bibliothek mit vielen

interessanten ftichern ______.38. Mein Freund

Rolf und ich _____aber den Sportplatz besonders

_______ 39. Wir _ dart vie2. Fussball

________ 40. Nach vielen Jahren ____Rolf

gestern endlich semnen Eltern die Universit~t ____
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1. Introduction to the Present Perfect Tense

I
PRESENT PERFECT TENSE WITH WEAK VERBS

Before practicing the Present Perfect tense of weak verbst let's set
acouainted with the computer terminal and do the following two exercises:

1. Complete the following sentence with a state taken from the following list:

STATES: California Colorado Texas Ohio

The state which most closely approximates the area of Germany is

Your choice is: Colorado

Correct answer.

2. TyPe the appropriate country in the space Provided in the following sentence:

German is spoken in Germanw, Switzerland, and-

Your choice is: Austria

Very good!

Let's now begin with the Present Perfect tense.

The Present Perfect tense is used considerably more in conversational German
than it is used in English. Thus, it is often called the conversational Past.
It is also called a 'compound tense* because it consists of two entities:

1) The Present tense of the AUXILIARY VERB and
2) The PAST PARTICIPLE of the Principal verb.

AUXILIARY VERB PAST PARTICIPLE

he has asked
er hat Cefroot

In this lesson, we are only concerned with the Present Perfect tense of WEAK
VERBS.

The Past Participle of regular weak verbs is formed by adding the Prefix "ge*
and the suffix "t" to the verb ste. The suffix got* is added if the stem ends
in d, t, Ca or Cnp where C is any consonant other than 1 or r.

SUFFIX INFINITIVE STEM PAST PARTICIPLE

-t lernen lern- GElernT
machen each- GEsachT

-t reaen rin- OEresnET
arbelten arbeit- GEarbeitET

WORD ORDER: The auxiliary is the second element in the sentence and the Past
Participle is always Placed at the end of the clause.

EXAMPLE: Present Tense: Ich LERNE in der Schule.
Perfect Tense: Ich HADE in der Schule GELERNT.
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2. Structural Exercises 
90

1. Twp. the appropriate form of the auxiliarw verb "haben" in the space
Provided:

Ich --- der Dame main Auto sezejgt.

Your choice is: habe

Sehr out!

Mein Vater und meirn Onkel ------ ein Haus sebaut.

Your choice is: habon

Prima!

Er ---- heute nicht vial gelacht.

Your choice is: hat

Ausmezeichnot!

tie (she) dam Mittasessen mekocht?

Your choice is: Hat

Prima!

Die klinen Kinder ---- in der Schule Noweint.

Your choice is: haben

Aumsezeichnet!

2. Insert the Past Participle of the verb in parenthesis in the space Provided.

Ich habe es ihm nicht . (slauben)

Your choice is: memlaubt

Sohr gut!

In De tschland hat das Bier immer out -... (schmocken)

Your choice is: Seschoeckt

Prime!

Meine Baekannten haben Ilnse in Bonn . (wohnen)

Your choice is: Sewohnt

Aussezeichnet1

Haben Sie beim Krankenhaus -... (Parken)

Your choice is: AePorkt

Prima!

FPru Weiss hat *ine Reise nach Luxemburg ...... (aachen)

Your choice is: macht

Ausezeichnetl
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3. Provide the correct form of the auxiliarw verb "haben' and
the Past Participle of the word in Parenthesis:

Wir .....- den Mann -..... (suchen)

haben gesucht

Sehr gut!

er das auch schon ---- ? (hoeren)

Hat sehoert

Prima!

Auf won -- Si ------- (warten)

haben Newartet

Ausiezeichnet!

Waehrend des Sommers -- der Professor in Oesterreich . (arbeiten)

hat learbeitet

Primal

Was --- Sic des Enlasender ..... ? (samen)

h*ben essamt

Ageichnet!V

4. Put the following sentences into the Present Perfect tense bu supplwing the
words for which blanks have been substituted:

Er kauft der Mutter Blumen.
Er der Mutter Blumen .

hat sekauft

Primal!

Die Jorlesung douirt den manzen Nachmittea.

Die Vorlesun- den san:en Nachmittas

hat sedauert

Ausiezeichnet!

Die Studenten rauchen wirklich zuviel.
Die Studenten --- wirklich zuviel

habn Beraucht

Sehr Outl

Der Tourist frost nach einer Landkarte.
Der Tourist -- nach eliner Landkorte

hat aefrot

Prima!

Wohin lemon Sie die Zeitung?
Wohin ---- Sie die Zeituns -----

haben seledt

Auseezetchnet!

L AlI
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5. Answer each of the following ouostions AFFI!RMATIVELY.
Reember each answeri must start with the word 9JaP.

Hoant Sie frusher Fussball gespielt?

Jar ich habe frueher Fussball sespialt.

Sohr mutf

!at as mostern goronot?

Jar as hat Sestern Seregnot.

Sehi gut!

Hat Kaf to. lotztes Jahr viol Makostat?

Jar Kaff cc hat lotztes Jahr viol gokostot.

Sehr gut!

Habon Si. in der Schulo viol golarnt?

Jot ich hobo in der Schulo viol golornt.

Sehr out!

Hat Uto die Milch in don Kuehisehrank gostelit?

Ja. Uto hat die Mlich in don Kuehischrank sestlt.

Sehr Out!
READY
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3. Semantic Exercises

I
1. Complete each ot the following sentences with an activity taken
from the following list and with the post participle of the verb "spielonO.

ACTZVITZES: Tennis Gitarre Golf

Jack Nicklaus hat viel ----.......--

olf sespielt

Pria!

John Denver hat viel---------------

Gitarre gespielt

Auslezeichnet!

Chris Evert hat vial ------

Tennis sespielt

Sehr mutt

2. Complete each of the following statements in the PRESENT PERFECT TENSE bw
choosing TWO appropriate verbs from the. list which follows the statement.
ALSO insert the correct form of the auxiliary verb *habenl.

Meine Schwester -- immer lieber ------ als ------

VERBS: kochen wohnen lernen

Your choices are: hat mekocht selernt

Sehr mut!

Meine Eltern ------ mehr ------- als

THE VERBS ARE: lachen stellen weinen

Your choices are: haben melacht Neweint

Behr gutl

Ich --- ihn etws ..... e und or hat "nein"

THE VERBS AM: lamen saen framen

Your choices are: hab met ramt mesaft

Ausmaezichnet !

I
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3. Select the appropriate verb for each sentence from the list given below.

glaub*en machen rauchen resnen

TYPE THE CORRESPONDING PAST PARTICIPLE AS REQUESTED.

Ich habe die Geschichte --------

Your choice is: seilaubt

Sehr gut?

Meine Mutter hat sine Zisarette --------

Your choice is: geraucht

Sehr out!

Es hat die saree Nacht---------

Your choice is: leresnet

Sehr mut!

Die lan e Raise hat mich 
muede ...... -

Your choice is: temacht

Sehr sutf

4. In the following three Problems, construct two meaningful
sentences each in the Present perfect tense by adding one
element from EACH CATEGORY (verb-phrase) appropriate to the specified subject.
EXAMPLE:

SUBJECT VERB PHRASE

Hans (enden) der Familie Haas.
Die Party (danken) us win Uhr morsens.

ANSWER:

Hans hat der ramilie Haas sedankt.
Die Party hat us *in Uhr moriens leandet.

Now the Problems

A. Der Gast (warten) sehr out.

Des Essen (schaecken) im Restaurant.

Sentence no. 1 :Der Gast hat im Restaurant gewartet.

Sentence no. 2 :Des Essen hat sehr gut geschmickt.

Sentence no. I is correct.
Sentence no. 2 is correct.

I
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I
B. Das Auto (bauen) in aus%

Man Vater (kosten) viol 1I.

Sentence no. 1 :Dos Auto hat viol Geld aekostot.

Sentence no. 2 :Mein Vater hat ein Haus mebaut.

Sentence no. 1 is correct.
Sentence no. 2 is correct.

C. Peter (dauern) Anna die Kirche.
- Das Interview (zeigen) nur 5 Minuten.

Sentence-no. 1 :Peter hat Anna die Kirche sezeist.

Sentence no. 2 :Das Interview hat nur 5 Ninuten sedauert.

Sentence no. 1 is correct.

Sentence no. 2 is correct.

5. Read the following Passage:
As Mrs. Braun was leaving the house to go shopping, the Phone ran*. She

Picked it uP. It was a wrong number. She left the house and drove to the
citw. After she Parked her carp she went to look for some flowers. She found
some beautiful carnations in a little shop and bought them. She then returned
home and spent the rest of the daw working in her kitchen.

Your talk is to ARRANGE each of the 5 sets of words into complete, PRESENT
PERFECT TENSE sentences using the words given in each set. ALSO, secuence the
sentences according to the events in the above passage. Your first answer
must be the earliest event in the Passage, followed bw the second event# etc.
Twpe all five sentences (one sentence Per line) before waiting for computer

RESPONSE.

1. /arbeiten/sie/=u/Hause/.
2. /Auto/Frau Braun/das/parken/.
3. /kaufen/sio/Blumen/
4. /das Telefon/Frau Braun/hoerenXC
5. /die Dame/suchen/BlumenA
Your answer:
:Frau Braun hat do% Telefon mehoert.
:Frau Braun hat das Auto separkt.
:Die Dame hat lume n gesucht.
:Sie hat Blumen sekauft.

tSie hat :u Hause gearbeitet.

Line no. 1 is correct
Line no. 2 is correct
Line no. 3 is correct
Line no. 4 is correct

Line no. 5 is correct
READY

I

I
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4. Structural and Semantic Feedback.Examples

1. Twpe the appropriate fore of the auxiliarw verb "haben" in the space
Provided:

Ich --- der Dame main Auto dezeigt.

I Your choice is: hat

This is incorrect. Check subject-verb asreement of the auxiliarw. Try again.

Your choice is: hobe

Dos Ist besser.

2. Insert the Past Participle of the verb in Parenthesis in the space Provided.

Ich habe es ihm nicht _ _. (glauben)

Your choice is: seglauben

Leider falsch. Remember the Past participle of weak verbs is formed bw adding
the Prefix "me" and the suffix -t" to the verb stem.
Trw again.

Your choice is: emlaubt

Das ist besser.

3. Provide the correct form of the auxiliarw verb "haben" and
the Past Participle of the word in Parenthesis:

Wir ---- den Mann -... (suchen)

habe sesucht

Nor this is incorrect.
Check the subject-verb agreement of the auxiliarw.
Trw again. Enter the auxiliarw ONLY.

Your choice is: haben

Out.

4. Put the following sentences into the Present perfect tense bw supplwing the
words for which blanks have been substituted:

Er kauft der Mutter Dlumen.

SEr - der Mutter Blumen .

ht gekaufen

Leider falsch. The Past Participle is wrong.
The past Participle of regular weak verbs is formed bw adding the Prefix se

and the suffix t to the verb %tom. The suffix 'et' is added if the stem ends

in d, t, Cm or Cn, where C is any consonant other than 1 or r.

Trw amain. Enter the Past participle ONLY.

IYour choice is: Mekauft

Richtim.

I•
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*2. Complete each of the following statements in the PRESENT PERFECT TENSE bw
choosing TWO appropriate verbs from the list which follows the statement.
ALSO insert the correct form of the auxiliarw verb "haben".

Meine Schwester -- immer lieber als

VERBS: kochen wohnen lernen

Your choices are: haben sewohnt sekocht

The auxiliarw is wrong.

TwPe in the correct form of the auxiliarw verb ONLY.

Your choice is: hat

Das ist besser.
The first verb is wrong.
Trw again. Fill in ALL of the blanks.

Your choices are: hat selernt xekocht

Gut.

3. Select the aPpropriate verb for each sentence from the list given below.

glauben machen rauchen regnen

TYPE THE CORRESPONDING PAST PARTICIPLE AS REQUESTED.

Ich habe die Geschichte -------

Your choice is: seresnet

You have chosen the wrong verb. Trw again.

Your choice is: 9laubt

You have formed the Past participle wrong. Trw again.

Your choice is: getlaubt

Sehr out!

4. In the following three Problems, construct two meaningful
sentences each in the Present Perfect tense bw adding one
element from EACH CATEGORY (verb-phrase) appropriate to the specified subject.

A. Der Gast (Marten) sehr out.
Dos Essen (schmecken) is Restaurant.

Sentence no. I :Der Gast hat is Restaurant schmeckt.
You have used the wrong verb.
Tru again.

Sentence no. I :Der Gast hat is Restaurant aewartet.

Sentence no. 2 :Das Essen hat sehr out schmeckt.

Sentence no. 1 is correct.
The second sentence is incorrect because of:

wrong Past participle
The correct sentence is:Das Essen hat sehr out meschmeckt.I
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German 132 PRSN EFCT TENSE OF Names _____

2-5/6-79 WEAK VERBS-ETEST INSTRU1ENT

(Q 1-20) Circle the Correct Answer

1. Der junqe Mann hat die hilbsche Dame sehr ______

a. geliebt
b. liebe
c. lieben
d. liebt

2. Was hat der Professor wM.berid der Prftfung ?_____
a. gesteilt
b. gesagt
c. geJlebt
d. gepasst

3. Mein Freund ___auf der Party viel ______

a. haben . .. gelacht
'b. batte 1 ... ).achen
c. hat .... gelacht
d. hat .... lachen

4. Nach der Scliule ___ich 20 Minuten auf ihn_____.
a. habe .... geantwortat
b. habe .... gewartet
c. hat .... geantwortet
d. hat .... gewartet

5. Der Nachbar hat scmn Motorrad den ganzen Tag lang -

a. sucht
b. suchte
c. suchen
d. gesucht

6. Wie lange haben Sic in Frankre-ch______
a. geglaubt
b. gemacht
c. gehOrt
d. gelebt

7. Seit wanii sic bei der Firma Bauer_______
a. hat .. 7. -arbeiten
b. haben .... gearbeitet
c. habe .... gearbeitet
d. haben .... arbeiten

B. Das Interview im grossen Autogesch~ft hat sehr lange

a. gewartet
b. warten
c. gezeigt
d. gedauert
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9. Der Herr aus Italien ___bei uns in der Schule -
a. hat .... lernen
b. babe .... gelernt
c. hat .... gelernt
d. baberi .... gulernt

10. Mein Vater und meine Mutter seit zwei Jahren In
einem Einfamilienhaua _____

a. haben .... gewohnt
b. haben .... leben
c. hat .... gelebt
d. bat .... gelegt

11. Ich babe die ganze Geschichte nicht_____
a. glaubte
b. geglaubt
c. glaubt
d. glaube

12. Mein Onkel bat dem Touristen den Dor= ______

a. zeigt
b. zeigen
C. zeigte
d. gezeigt

13. Hoffentlich ___Ihnen das Essen bei uns guat______
a. baben .. =.gekocht
b. bat . ... gekocht
c. hat .... geschmeckt
d. hat .... gskauft

14. Am Nachmittag babe icb mit meinem Freund in Park____
a. gespielt
b. spielt
c. spielen
d. spiele

15. Die Lebensmittel babon in der Schweiz mebr ala in Amerika

a. gewohnt
b. gekostet
c. gescbineckt
d. schineckt

16. Bej schlechtem Wetter babe ich bei der Apotheke _____

a. gesucht
b. geregnet

17.DieSchlerhaben gin. Vorlesung an der Universitat

a. haberi
b. bat
c. gebabtSd. batten
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18. Ich babe _____und meine Schwester hlat______
a. gedauert .... geiacht
b. geweivt .... lacht
c. gedauert .... geweint
d. gelacht .... geweint

19. Sic gestern neue ?4~bel ?____
a. Hben ... kauf en

b. Habt .... gekauft
c. Haben .... gekauft
d. Hatte .... gekauft

20. Wann bat die lange Raise nach Osterreich endlich ?____
a. geendet
b. geregnet
c. geparkt
d. regnen

(Q 21-25) Comolte the Following Sentences in the Present
Perfect Tense:

21. Wir haoen as nicht b8se _______. (meinen)

22. Warum haben die GIste die Ttr nicht ______? (Offnen)

23. Das Mittagessen bat bei meiner Mutter lange _______

(dauern)

24. Das Gemfise bat mehr ala die Milch _ _____. (kosten)
25. Herr Lehmann hat seinen neuen Porsche vor dem Lebensmittel-

gesch~ft ___ ___. (parken)

(Q 26-30) Comolt the PoliiglPassag in the Present

from the TList-Provided: M Fit r

danken leben arbeiten
kauferi kochen passen
meinen regnen wohnen

26. Orikel Karl hat vor ejnem Jafir emn neuss Haus ______

27. Heute morgen baben mein Vater und ich bei meinem Onkel von

8 bis 12 Uhr im Garten _ _______. 28. Leider bat es

eim bisechen ___ ____. 29. Wflrnd der Arbeit hat

meine Tante etwas Gutes _______. 30. Nach der Arbeit

hat Onkel Karl uris_________
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(Q 31-35) Complte *he Followinx Sentences in the Present

Peffect T nse:

31 _____ Ihnen der Kuchen _______? (schmecken)

32. Ich ____seit violin Jahren in dir Schweiz ______

(woh--e-n7-1 33. Was ____Hans und Inge den Professor7
(fragein)

34. Wohin Si. das Ktlchenmesser_______
(legen7-

35. Unsero Nachbarin ___die Tomaten in den Kflilschrank
____________ stEellen)

(Q 36-is0) Conee the FollowingPasgee in the Present
erfect Tense OV Choosin h AFForiate verb
from the List Providedt

haben glauben bauen
.ielen zeigen stollen

ff3ren kosten lemn

36. Auf meiner Universitdt in Stuttgart ___ ich

wirklich sehr guts: Deutsch ______. 37. Im Jakire

1950 - die tUniversitit sine neue Bibliothek ______

38. Mein Freund Rolf und ich _____aber den Sportplatz

besonders gemn ______. 39. Wir -____ dort viol

Fussbal________ 40. Nach vision Jahren

Rolf gostern endlich semnen Eltern die Universitit
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1. Student Study Guide Extract

Bloc
Recitation 11 SA: 1. Read TB, p. 171. Schum. p. 96
'/2 Feb 1979 (present perfect tense of regular

verbs)
2. Write TB, p. 184, Ex. E

CAs 1. Introduction to present perfect
2. Listen/RCE, TB, pp. 164-165

(through Line 12, p. 165)
3. Pronunciation drill
4. Dialogue introduction, TB, p. 162

(first half)

BREAK

5. ACE "Wir gehen ins Kino"
6. RCE "Familiensportfest"
7. Dialogue completion exercise

"Der Sport"

Recitation 12 SA: 1. Read TB, p. 172, Sh , p. 97
5/6 Feb 1979 (present perfect tense of irregular

verbs)
2. Write TB, p. 183, Ex. C

CA, 1. Written exercise/present perfect
tense of regular weak verbs

2. Listen/RCE, TE. p. 165 (through
Line 33)

BREAK

3. ACE "Der Sport"
4. Dialogue introduction, TB, p. 162

(second half)
5. ACE "Vor dam Olympiastadion"
6. Written exercise/present perfect

tense of irregular verbs
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2. Computer Terminal Operating Instructions

I

COt PTf-SUPPL DMNTrD GERMAN PRACTICE

Student Information Sheet

Yhu have been chosen to participate in a research project involving the
computer. In order to avoid possible problems, this instruction sheet haa
been prepared to give you sow specific information about the computer terminal.
Please read these instructions carefully before coming to the Education and
Research Center (DFACS), Room 2E23, Fairchild Hall, in lieu of your regular
German claasroom, on Monday or Tuesday, 5 or 6 February 1979. Bring these
instructions and a Number 2 pencil with you on the appropriate date.

Please do not study the present perfect tense until after this experiment.
On the day of the experiment, you will be assigned to a computer terminal in
Room 2E23. The following will prepare you to use the computer:

1. Press SHIFr key and hold. Then press CLEAR HOME key. This procedure
will clear your screen.

2. Type in USERCODE JPT511 and then transmit it. To transmit., do the
following: (1) l it the ETX key, (2) hit the RTAB key, and (3) hit
the INT key. Follow this procedure anytime you are instructed to
transmit. Wait until the computer acknowledges with a message.

3. Now type ?+ and transmit it. This procedure will get you in the
upper/lower case mode.

4. Type E SEMANTIC or E STRUCTURE and transmit it. Your prog%-xa is
now ready to run.

S. Read the instructions carefully. Type slowly and accurately. Pay
attention to cavitalization and punctuation. Instead of the
"Ulaut.," use the appropriate vowel followed by an "e." Example:
I - ae (Maedchen).

6. Punch ETX and DfI after ech page to continue.

7. If you sake a typing error in your answer, or if you would like to
change your answer, hit the RTAB key and type your answer again.
A change must be made prior to data tranamission.

8. If you don't knov the answer, make a guess. Don't waste too such
time, howver. If the answer is incorrect, the computer will tell
you what is wrong and give you another try.

9. Upon completion of Exercise #5, type in BYE and transmit it.

You will then be given the pottest. Place your name on the test booklet.
Please answer all queations. using a Number 2 pencil. Mark your digitek anewer
sheet for questions 1 through 20.

If you have any questions during the experiment, please raise your hand.
Good luck and again may thanks for participating!

REsXEa R.. SCitain. Ut
Researcher
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SList of' Weak Verbs

LIST OF WEAK VERBS

APPEARS IN APPEARS AS KEPY IN

EXERC MRC SUB-TEST SUB-TEST

antworten- -

arbeiten x x x x
bausri x x -x

danken - -x

dauern x x x x
enden - -- x
fragen x x x
Mwhen- --

glaubenx x
haben - -- x
hbren x x-
kaufen x x x x
kochtn x x -x

kosten x x X. x
lachen x x * x x
leben -

legerix x
lernen x x x z
liebon - -x

machen x x
meinen -

Offnen - -x

paxrcen x x x x
passen- -

rauchen x x
regnen x x -

schmeckxx x x x x
spielen x x x x
stolUn x x x
auchen x x x
warten I X -

wohnen x x x x

zeigen x x x x

?TOTALs 35 _L 25 125 1 20 20
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